
 

Broadcast Message 
ERS 10-130 (Rev 08-13) 

 

Hope of Liberty 
 
Key Ideas: Constitution Day/The necessity of strong character in our public servants/Constitutional 
freedoms/Active citizenship 
Character Traits: Responsibility/Loyalty/Respect 
Level: Secondary  
 
Good morning,   name of school  . This is   name of narrator   with a few 
words of wisdom. 
 
Imagine for a moment that the year is 1787. You are in a room with thirty-
eight men who are about to sign the U.S. Constitution. The oldest is 
Benjamin Franklin, 81. The youngest is Jonathan Dayton, 26. Each man is 
probably exhausted. They have been debating throughout the hot 
Philadelphia summer for the noble purpose of creating a �“more perfect 
union�” among the colonies.  
 
After completing their work, James Madison, Father of the Constitution, 
wrote: 
 

The happy Union of these States is a wonder; their Constitution 
a miracle; their example the hope of Liberty throughout the 
world.  

 
America continues to be a hope of liberty for many people throughout the 
world. This hope is grounded in the noble work of our Founding Fathers 
who were very active citizens in their communities and their government.  
 
Today, on Constitution Day, pause to reflect on how you can learn from 
their example.  
 
With something to think about, this is ___________. Make it a great day . . . 
or not. The choice is yours.
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Teacher Copy 

Hope of Liberty 
 
Key Ideas:   Constitution Day/The necessity of strong character in our public 

servants/Constitutional freedoms/Active citizenship 
 
Character Traits:  Responsibility/Loyalty/Respect 
 
Concept: Students will consider the freedoms the Constitution grants them, the importance 

of electing officials with strong character, and why they should be active citizens.  
  
Materials: Suggested activities for art classes may require materials for creating a drawing, 

painting, or poster. 
 
Directions: Read or ask a student to read aloud the Project Wisdom message that 

accompanies this lesson plan. Distribute and have the students complete the 
worksheet. Ask for volunteers to share responses to the following questions.  

 

Discussion Generators  
For the Message and/or Worksheet 

1. Our Founding Fathers were great leaders. Writing the Constitution required not only education 
and skill, but respect, patience, perseverance, honesty, responsibility, cooperation, civility, and 
commitment. Why are those important character traits for any leader? What happens to a nation if 
its leaders lack character? How does it threaten our freedom? 

2. Do you think most young people today understand enough about what the Constitution says, why 
it was written, and the freedoms it grants us as American citizens? Why or why not? Why is it 
important that young people have a strong understanding of this historic document? 

3. What can you learn from our Founding Fathers in terms of active citizenship? Civic duty? Doing                            
what�’s difficult, uncomfortable, and inconvenient for the common good? How can you relate this 
to life today? 

4. Do you think it�’s important for young people to be active in their communities and local 
government? Why or why not? Give examples of how young people can be active citizens.  

For the Worksheet 
1. Give examples of human beings who live without hope for freedom or liberty. How are human 

rights related to freedom and liberty? How do free nations around the globe offer hope to those 
living in places where human rights are not respected?  

2. List some of the liberties we enjoy as a free nation. Which one means the most to you personally 
and why?  

3. The Founding Fathers use the term �“more perfect union�” in the preamble to the Constitution. 
Why �“more perfect,�” instead of �“perfect�”? What does this say about their expectations for our 
nation? Do you think we have lived up to their expectations? Why or why not? 

4. The first ten amendments to the Constitution are known as the Bill of Rights. List as many of 
these rights as you know. Why are these called rights? 

 

Closing Comments �– Our Founding Fathers were men of character who came together for the common 
good and created one of the most important documents ever written. Despite their differences of opinion 
and their other many responsibilities, they did what they felt was their duty, worked hard, and served the 
public good. For a democracy to thrive and remain free, it needs leaders with character who are willing to 
serve. It also needs citizens who will actively engage in the democratic process. That�’s why it�’s so 
important that each of us consider how we will be an active citizen. 
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GLOSSARY 
 
amendment 
 
a formal 
change for the 
better; an 
improvement  
 
liberty 
 
freedom from 
the control of 
another 
person 
 
 

Student Copy 

Hope of Liberty 
 
America continues to be a hope of liberty for many throughout the world. It is an 
important reason why so many continue to come to America seeking freedom and 
a better life. 
 
1. Give examples of human beings who live without hope for freedom or liberty? 
How are human rights related to freedom and liberty? How do free nations around 
the globe offer hope to those living in places where human rights are not 
respected? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________over 
 
2. List some of the liberties we enjoy as a free nation. Which one means the most 
to you personally and why?  
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________over 
 
3. The Founding Fathers use the term �“more perfect union�” in the preamble to the 
Constitution. Why �“more perfect,�” instead of �“perfect�”? What does this say about 
their expectations as they wrote this historic document? Do you think we have 
lived up to their expectations? Why or why not? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________over 
 
4. (Challenge) The first ten amendments to the Constitution are known as the Bill 
of Rights. List as many of these rights as you know. Why are these called rights? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________ over 
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Teacher Copy 

Hope of Liberty 
Follow-up Activities  
 
Art 

 How has the Constitution contributed to the prosperity of the arts in our country? What have been 
some of the benefits of the freedom of expression guaranteed by the First Amendment? Are there 
any drawbacks to this freedom? If so, what are they? If not, why not? How would losing this right 
to freedom of expression impact artists in the U.S. and around the world? Discuss. 

 
 Ask your students to research instances when artists have been involved in disputes over First 

Amendment freedoms. Afterward, ask them to share briefly with the class about the case they 
researched. Choose one case to study in depth as a class and then hold a mock trial. Afterward, 
discuss.  
 

 Art lends itself to various interpretations that span from the literal to the abstract. Is it possible for 
the Constitution to be interpreted this same way or does it lend itself to a more structured and 
clear interpretation? Discuss the implications of interpreting the Constitution literally versus 
abstractly. 

 
Social Studies 

 Review the Bill of Rights with your students. Divide your class into 10 groups and assign an 
amendment to each group. Ask each group to make a list of the responsibilities that accompany 
the right afforded by that particular amendment. Afterward, compile a list of all the 
responsibilities as a class. Discuss.  

 
 The Department of State Mission Statement reads: 

 Advance freedom for the benefit of the American people and the international community by 
 helping to build and sustain a more democratic, secure, and prosperous world composed of well-
 governed states that respond to the needs of their people, reduce widespread poverty, and act 
 responsibly within the international system. 
 (From the FY 2009 State Department Agency Financial Report) 
          

Ask your students to write their own foreign policy mission statement. Afterward, compare and 
contrast to the Department of State mission statement. How does a nation accomplish its mission 
while respecting the mission of other nations? Discuss.  
 

Language Arts  
 Discuss the Library Bill of Rights with your students. What is its history? How is it tied to the 

U.S. Bill of Rights? Why was it written? What is some of the controversy surrounding it? Do you 
think the Library Bill of Rights should be honored? Why or why not? Discuss.   

  
 Ask your students to write a Teenager Bill of Rights. Afterward, have them read their bills aloud 

and compile all the rights into one bill. As a class, hone the bill to 10 rights. What responsibilities 
accompany these rights? Discuss.  

 
 Analyze the literary style of the Constitution. Examine the author�’s use of language, diction, 

imagery, syntax, tone, literary elements, and organization. Does the style of the piece reflect the 
era in which it was written? Discuss. If the authors lived today, would these literary elements be 
the same or different? Explain.
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Math 

 Can the phrase �“a more perfect union�” be expressed in mathematical terms? What would it look 
like? Brainstorm as a class.  

 
 Ask your students to determine the increase in population of the U.S. since 1787 in percentage 

points. Has the increase in population had an effect on the viability of the Constitution? Why or 
why not? Discuss.  

 
Science  

 Does the Bill of Rights have an influence on scientific research in the U.S.? Why or why not? 
Discuss.   

 
 What have scientists in free nations done to contribute to the quality of life around the globe? 

Discuss. Are scientists in nations with more restrictive governments able to make similar 
contributions? Why or why not? Discuss. 

 
Computer Science 

 What impact has the Internet had on free speech? Do you think the Internet has made the world 
more democratic? Why or why not? Discuss.  
 

 Ask your students to use your graphics program to make a thank-you card to the writers of the 
Constitution of the United States. Ask the students to thank them for a specific freedom that they 
enjoy. Afterward, view the works as a class and discuss.  
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